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1. Abstract 
 

The problem this project is targeting is the limitations of science practicals in schools. 
Practical skills taught in schools have to be done in a laboratory with a tight schedule. On the 
other hand, practice sessions without teacher supervision may also breach safety regulations. In 
short, the way practicals are conducted right now has many dangers, do not allow students to 
have as sufficient practice and over-invests in resources. However, using augmented reality to 
conduct practicals would remove these limitations. Using Unity Hub, the team has created an app 
which aims to simulate  “Boiling Point of Water” experiment in augmented reality(AR) to 
showcase the potential it can bring. The team has progressed to the stage to be able to smoothly 
manipulate augmented objects -- from generating the apparatus to moving it and then stacking it 
-- allowing users to familiarise themselves with the different apparatus in the app. 

 

2. Introduction 
 

There remains to be many limitations lying within today’s way of learning. Academic 
learning mostly takes place in school, resources are hard to obtain and expensive etc. In 
poverty-stricken countries, millions still do not have any access to education. Currently there 
have been more and more huge online repositories for learning like Khan Academy. However, 
such online repositories are lacking in the sense that they are not interactive and cannot provide a 
straightforward answer to the queries that students have. On the other hand, using AR (and then 
mixed reality) to learn is interactive and more effective. In this project an augmented reality 
application simulating a science practical experiment entitled “Boiling Point of Water” is 
developed. Science practical experiments have many shortcomings. For example, safety issues 
arise when dealing with dangerous chemicals or when an apparatus breaks. There might be 
insufficient resources because certain instruments are expensive or hard to obtain. Practice is 
only restricted to a laboratory setting, hence students might not be able to hone their practical 
skills sufficiently. While this project implements augmented reality in a mere boiling water 
experiment, it also, on a wider note, foretells the extent and potential of the influence that 
augmented reality can bring to education. 
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3. Solution Design 
 

An interactive augmented reality application was created using the Unity Editor and 
Unity Hub . “Boiling point of water” practical was selected by the team as a solution design due 
to its ability to showcase the concept of the solution and its simplicity. An “Boiling point of 
water” practical AR application was the targeted end product of the team. The model end product 
will contain features that simulate a real life science practical experience. Therefore, this end 
product will be able to showcase that AR can be used in assisting students’ learning of practical 
skills. 

Key concepts and their applications were singled out and explored by the team to enable 
tangible progress towards the team’s goal. During the programming and building process, 
packages and #C scripts relevant to the key applications identified are selected and imported to 
the team’s Unity Programme from ArCore while several changes to the scripts and packages 
imported were also made by the team to craft the ideal solution design. 

  
Concepts and Applications in “Boiling Point of Water” Practical  

There are still more programming components in the Unity Programme other than the six 
listed below, however, they play less significant roles in running the application and would be 
too redundant to be listed out. With the six key programming components below, the team is able 
to create an AR application that targets the problems identified. Plane Generator solves the 
problem of inaccessibility to science labs, making the “science practical” experience available to 
more people, while Motion Tracking, Raycast, Object Manipulation makes the application 
interactive to the users enhancing the users’ experience. Lastly, Physics makes the experiment 
apparatuses interactive to each other and the real world surroundings to stimulate a real life 
experiment for the users.  
 

The programming concepts and understandings the team has made to design the product 
will be listed below: 
 

1. Plane generator: 
Plane generator allows an augmented plane with physical properties in the augmented 
world to be generated on a real world flat surface so that augmented experiment 
apparatuses can be placed on it. 

● To generate a plane, a flat surface in the real world must be detected. The ArCore 
package imported contains scripts (fig 3.1.1) to utilise the camera of the device to 
detect feature points of the surrounding environment. If a group of feature points 
appear to be detected from the same surface, a plane will be detected.  

● The detected plane will then be saved under a class called “Detected Planes”. The 
Trigrid Plane will be rendered by the mesh renderer under 
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DetectedPlaneVisualizer where its physical presence will be simulated (fig 1.3). 
Lastly, the Trigrid Plane will be visualised by the detected plane visualizer and 
the Trigrid Plane (fig 3.1.2) will be seen in the augmented scene. 

 
Fig 3.1.1 

 
Fig 3.1.2 
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Fig 3.1.3 

 
● To help users to identify flat surfaces in the real world, PointCloud (fig 1.4) is 

used. PointCloud in this case refers to the visualised feature points that are on the 
same surface. They will be rendered and visualised as PointCloud to enable users 
to understand where a possible plane can be detected. 
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Fig 3.1.4 

 
 

2. Processing user’s input in the virtual world: 
The user’s inputs can be classified as the movement of the device relative to the 
environment and the user’s physical input such as tapping and pointing. These two inputs 
can be processed by two different methods, Motion Tracking and Raycast respectively. 

● Motion Tracking (fig 3.4.1): 
When navigating through the real world, the ArCore package uses hardware of 
the device such as camera, depth sensor, gyroscope and accelerometer understand 
the environment and uses that information to correctly render augmented 
experiences by detecting planes and feature points to set appropriate anchors, 
mapping the environment. 

Fig 3.2.1 
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● Raycast (fig 3.2.2): 
When gesture inputs such as point or drag (usually for manipulation of game 
objects) is registered, rays will be shot at the position that the user pointed at. The 
programme then detects the position where the ray land at and the game objects 
will be implemented accordingly. 

Fig 3.2.2 
 

3. Anchor: 
● When a game object is instantiated, an anchor will be created upon the object. The 

anchor then helps to keep the game object at the same position relative to the real 
world. 

● This helps the game object to remain at the same position even if the camera 
moves. This makes larger experiment setups that takes up a lot of space possible 
in our augmented reality. 

 
4. Object Manipulation: 

To enable users to manipulate the object, the 3 programming components below are 
added. These three scripts works together to enable that the user’s manipulative actions 
are detected and performed accordingly. 

● Gestures (fig 3.4.1) and Manipulators (fig 3.4.2): 
Gesture and Manipulators are #C scripts that were imported into the programme 
to enable manipulation of the game objects. One Gesture and one Manipulation 
script will be paired up to perform the manipulation. Gesture scripts helps to 
define action certain inputs from the user as a signal for manipulation. While 
Manipulation scripts help to perform the manipulation to the game objects. 

Fig 3.4.1 
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Fig 3.4.2 
Manipulation involves dragging, elevating, sizing and rotating. 
 

● ManipulationSystem: 
ManipulationSystem script was used as a prefab to register gesture detection 
from the gesture scripts and notifies all manipulator scripts about them. 

● Manipulator: 
Manipulator receives callbacks from the ManipulationSystem when the 
different gestures from the user are detected. In these callbacks, Manipulator can 
decide if the gesture can be started, what happens as it progresses and its duration.  
For example, to start the manipulation, the CanStartManipulationForGesture 
(fig 3.4.3) method in the base class must be overridden, ensuring that the correct 
manipulation is applied to the assigned game object. 

Fig 3.4.3 
 

5. Physics (fig 3.5.1): 
Physics is a group of components  that can be added to the object so it can have desired 
properties to fit the augmented reality’s purpose. In our set up, we chose the RigidBody 
and the Mesh Collider to add to our experimental apparatuses. 

● RigidBody: 
Rigidbody enable game objects to act under the control of physics. The 
Rigidbody can receive forces and torque to make GameObjects move in a realistic 
way. It also allows GameObjects to be influenced by gravity, act under added 
forces via scripting, or interact with other objects 
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Fig3.5.1 
 

● Mesh Collider: 
Mesh Collider is one type of collider that enable the game object to collide with 
each other and with the real world object. Without the collider, objects will 
overlap with each other. Mesh collider uses the Mesh Asset to perform a process 
called meshing and builds a collider that match the exact shape of the object 
around the object. Compared to other types of colliders which only create a fixed 
shape collider around the object (such as the capsule collider that creates a 
collider of the shape of a capsule), the mesh collider enables much more accurate 
collision which is crucial in a science experiment. Below are two pictures of 
capsule collider and mesh collider respectively (green coloured lines are the 
outline of the capsule collider): 
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Note: All experimental apparatus in our set up uses Mesh Colliders 
 

 
6. Example Controller: 

 
Example controller is a script that manages all the events that occur in the 
Augmented Reality scene. The script has reference to all the game objects that can 
be visualised in the scene. Therefore, it is able to callback to the scripts, prefabs or 
game objects that is in the programme when in need and manage the application’s 
life cycle. 

 
Building Method of Testing (fig 3.7.1): 

Upon completing the above, the Unity Hub can extract the programme and build an app 
across various platforms. In the team’s case an Android .apk file is built to fit ArCore 
supported phones. Everytime the app is re-compiled, there would be a new version 
update. 

 
 
 
  
   
 
 
 
Fig 3.7.1 
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4. Results and Discussion 
 

Fig 4.0.1  
The prototype test run applications as seen on our phones  

   

           Fig 4.0.2 
 Flat table surface to facilitate the recognition of a plane. 

 
 
4.1 Generation of Apparatus 

User is able to generate different apparatus that may or may not be related to the 
experiment.  
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          Fig 4.1.1 
Upon tapping the screen, a bunsen burner appears at that exact area, perfectly blending in as if a 
bunsen burner has been put on the table in real life. (Fig 4.1.1) 

 

Fig 4.1.2 
 
The second tap on an empty area would augment the second object (fleaker). The third 

tap augment the third object (cylinder) etc (Fig 4.1.2). To select the toggle for another object, 
simply double tap on the target object. This would activate its features.  

 
4.2 Motion of Apparatus 

User is able to shift the apparatus.The features of an object include: 
1. enlarging or reducing its size using pinch gesture (Fig 4.2.1) 
2. rotating object by holding on the circular border around the bunsen burner Fig (4.2.2) 
3. moving it around on the plane and moving object to an ascended plane or a descended                

plane both using a one-finger drag gesture (Fig 4.2.3) 
4. elevating the object on thin air using  two-finger drag gesture (Fig 4.2.4) 
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Fig 4.2.1                                                                                  Fig 4.2.2 

Fig 4.2.3                                                                                 Fig 4.2.4 
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4.3 Stacking of Apparatus 
User is able to move the apparatus into vertical positions relative to each other through               

the use of a few features in the motion of apparatus and the addition of Physics to the plane and                    
the apparatus. Hence, the positioning of the apparatus can now be changed and behave as an                
object in reality throughout the practical. 

Fig 4.3 
 
Discussion .  
Hence it can be concluded that the app has accomplished the following thus far: 

1.  Allow interaction between the user and the apparatus to: 
a. allow users to test how best they should postition the apparatus to carry out their 

practical smoothly 
b. familiarise themselves with the different apparatus and how they work 

2.  Try out the apparatus anytime, anywhere, for as long as they want 
3. Learn how to use various costly apparatus without worrying damaging it 
4. Ensure user’s safety 

  
  
 

The programming in Unity hub can be easily 
recompiled to cater to hololens platform, enabling 
kinematics gameplay(mixed reality) However due to 
limited resources, obtaining one would be infeasible. 

 
Admittedly, the project has not gone pass 

manipulating augmented objects. The app is still unable to simulate the experiment itself and 
guide users step-by-step through to allow users to completely master skills and precautions to 
take when boiling water during practicals. 
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5. Conclusion 
 

The team has successfully implemented the manipulation of the augmented object 
infallibly in the app. Users can utilise the app to practise familiarising themselves with nearly 
every apparatus possible found in a laboratory to prepare themselves to score for their practical 
assessment. 

The app is, however, incomplete as it is unable to animate the burning of the fire and the 
initiation of prompts to guide users along the whole experimental process meaning that users are 
unable to wholly learn how to conduct, in the correct procedure, the “Boiling Point of Water” 
experiment. 
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